Abstract: The introduction of innovative digital tools for supporting manufacturing processes has far-reaching effects on an organizational and an individual level due to the development of Industry 4.0. The FACTS4WORKERS project funded by H2020, i.e. Worker-Centric Workplaces in Smart Factories, aims to develop user-centered assistance systems in order to demonstrate their impact and applicability at the shop floor. To do so it is important to understand how to develop such tools and how to assess if advantages can be derived from the created ICT system. This study introduces the technology of a workplace solution that is linked to a specific industrial challenge. Subsequently, a 2-stepped approach to evaluate the presented system is discussed. Heuristics, which are an output of project "Heuristics for Industry 4.0", are used to test if the developed solution covers critical aspects of socio-technical system design. Insights into the design, development and holistic evaluation of digital tools at the shop floor should be shown.
Introduction
There have been increasing research activities in studying the introduction of digital tools and changes in work practices at shop floor level in production environments during the last decade [e.g. 1, 2, 3]. Büttner et al. [4] have made an overview of the studies done in the area of Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) concepts, especially their utilization in supporting and facilitating industrial use-cases. They also propose an interactive and community-driven tool for the visualization of the design space, which impose additional requirements for the systems of the future [4] . However, the challenges identified when applying AR/VR applications in smart manufacturing environments call for further research. Haslgrübler et al. [5] present how Internet of Things (IoT) devices, i.e. ubiquitous sensors, can be used to perform workflow and attention recognition, and how these devices provide critical notifications perceived by workers in an industrial environment to keep workers away from situations, which are harmful or economically suboptimal. Further, Funk et al. [6] have made a comparison between the instructions of head-mounted displays (HMD), tablets, baseline paper instructions and in-situ projected instructions with an abstract Lego Duplo assembly task. The results of the study [6] indicate that assembling parts is considerably faster, workers make less errors and have less cognitive load when using in-situ projected instructions compared to HMD instructions, and locating positions is 2 of 22 considerable slower using HMDs. Thus, the authors [6] believe that the hands-free possibility of in-situ projection will have great potential for instruction systems at workplaces, because tablet instructions may interfere a two-hand assembly tasks and HMD instructions have problems to be accepted by workers. In addition, Kritzler et al., [7] present another study on a digital tool, i.e. RemoteBob, for supporting on-site workers by remote experts during ad hoc maintenance tasks. RemoteBob was implemented as a proof of concept in a lab environment and the study provides hands-on experience to industry experts on how the proposed concept could function in practice [7] .
This study is a part of the on-going FACTS4WORKERS (F4W) project 1 , which develops and demonstrates worker-centered solutions that support the inclusion of increasing elements of knowledge work on the shop floor of smart factories. The F4W project's primary goal is to develop, pilot and evaluate a worker-centered solution, which is designed for industrial shop floor workers by using new models for work optimization and utilization of production systems. The main objective of the project lies on increasing job satisfaction, problem-solving and innovation skills of workers, and increasing the productivity of factories. The shop floor workers are the key personnel to evaluate the interventions through digital tools, which are expected to fulfill these project objectives.
This study introduces a solution with digital interventions at the shop floor (section 3) and introduces two approaches for evaluating the solution from the workers' perspective (section 2). The first approach is the F4W Evaluation Framework, which has the goal to demonstrate and evaluate the impacts of performed interventions. The framework is developed as a combination of several tools and methods, taking existing ones from literature as a base, tailoring them and defining new approaches when considered reasonable for measuring these changes and for demonstrating that these changes result from the digital interventions.
Existing job satisfaction tools do not completely cover all the factors we consider important for measuring the project goals or they do not measure the worker's feelings about the Information System (IS) being used [8, 9] . In the F4W project, we consider the introduction of new IS solutions and new work practices as aspects that reciprocally affect each other and thus should be seen as one entity. Existing job satisfaction literature does not consider these changes in worker practices and IS solutions as one intervention. In addition, system acceptance and success models explain user satisfaction and system use as dependent of system and information quality and as determinant of net benefits but do not show how to measure them. The assessment of system quality (HMI interaction in particular) does not include shop floor workers. The presented evaluation framework is a more detailed approach to evaluate the acceptance of a system.
Using heuristics is the second approach of this study for evaluating the digital interventions. The used heuristics originate from the project "Heuristics for Industry 4.0" (hi4), and are utilized to deepen the understanding of the developed IS solution in regard to the most critical aspects of socio-technical system design and to identify possible flaws or shortcomings. Heuristics promise to be a pragmatic approach, in which the most critical flaws can be identified with a reasonable amount of effort. They do not claim to produce perfect 100%-solutions, though. Thus, this study increases the theoretical and practical understanding of two different kinds of evaluation approaches in the context of digital interventions at the shop floor of industrial production environments.
The evaluation frameworks

F4W Evaluation Framework Method and Strategy
The F4W evaluation framework is introduced in detail in [10] . The framework takes existing Information System success models [11, 12, 13] as base and extends them aiming to measure the impacts of an IS intervention at production environment shop floors.
Evaluations are based on two different concepts: Impact Analysis (IA) and Validation, following the work of [14] . The IA is used for assessing the designed artefacts' impact on individual and organizational levels. According to the project's main goal, the individual impact comprises job satisfaction as well as innovation and problem-solving skills, whereas the impact on an organizational level includes measures of productivity. For measuring the impact, the following dimensions, which represent our project goals, are used: 1) autonomy, 2) competence, 3) variety, 4) relatedness, 5) protection, 6) efficiency, and 7) quality. Finally, it anticipates the expected impact IS artefacts would have on the IPs context of use.
The Validation refers to the process of determination if the evaluated artefact provides the (system, information and interaction) quality the user expects. The results of the validation strongly depend on the maturity of the artefacts. If we consider a mock-up/demonstrator, a functional prototype/pilot or a deployed solution, we can expect to probe the functional feasibility of an idea (proof of concept), the value pro-vided by a solution (proof of value) or the capability of a solution for addressing complex issues of operational feasibility (proof of use). Figure 1 , shows the tools the framework considers for performing the evaluations. This set of tools tries to find a balance between the support to scientific research and the use by IT practitioners, the need to support artefacts having different development maturity state (mockups, prototypes, pilots) and its use on under different legal and regulatory environment.
As said, the maturity of the artefacts is going to determine the kind of tools that can be used and how IA and validation results can be interpreted. Classical approaches (CA) are worker driven. Data are directly obtained from workers by interviewing or surveying them. Under this category, we consider the set of tools is the academic SotA of tools and methods for evaluating purposes. In addition to these academic approaches, as the project provides workers with prototypes for use in short/long term periods, also Technological Approaches (TA) could be taken in advantage and get some associated metrics.
The use of these solutions will generate large amounts of data (logs, content/application data) that can be used to analyse how the worker is interacting with them, as well as to analyse workers' performance by using the solution. Under the category of TA different tools and methods are considered which take advantage of this data, wherever, observing the legal conditions, application data can be accessed and/or the logger Building Block (BB) can be deployed and configured.
F4W Impact Assessment Quantification Process
The Process of Quantification (PQ) of the IA has the objective of calculating indicator of impact of interventions on ID respecting worker anonymity as far as possible. It requires the combination of data gathered using both CA and TA tools. That means dealing with multisource data, having different metrics. These raw data must converge in common metrics which can be used for determining the degree of project objectives achievement. The definition of the quantification and interpretation strategies are based on the Goal-Question-Measurement process defined [15] and the processes followed in Big Data projects for transforming data in knowledge [16] . This problem formulation, how to move from raw data to a set of project KPIs, can be divided in more specific problems to be solved considering the different features of the handled data and of the surrounding evaluation environment. These sub-problems are described in next paragraphs.
The effect of external factors in the results of evaluations must be determined. External factors biases can be determined using a Control Group (CG) of workers (workers not using F4W solutions). However, the temporary events can affect feelings evolve in time [17] and they affect both CG and F4W. In consequence, although the effect of temporary events quickly blurred after it is finished, they can compromise the results of an evaluation. In particular, the temporary events can affect the results when they happen just before or during the evaluation. The general rule is to note the event occurrence as a possible explanation of unexpected results. When the event happens before starting the evaluation, whenever it is possible, the best way is to delay the full evaluation or, if it is not possible, to perform the second part as close to the first as possible (2 or 3 weeks). In the case the event happens between both evaluations, if possible the second must be delayed as much as possible (3 or 6 weeks).
Considering the nature of the data, first problem to consider is that data obtained from interviews are qualitative. In these cases, it is necessary to bring the data into context and interpret the workers answers to gain knowledge about the impact and the effects that F4W solutions have on individuals and the organization. Relevant statements from the transcriptions of the interviews or from the interviewers' notes can be extracted and encoded to core-statements and them assigned to categories representing the possible impact dimensions [18] . Finally, the results are sorted and ranked by relevance (counting the references to each category-frequency-, the content of the category -relevance-, etc.). The coding and ranking are subjective processes to some extent. However, this can be addressed by making each step transparent and by including a team of researchers into the analysis [19] . In doing so, the results that are gained from the qualitative data collection are comparable over different use cases. They furthermore can be normalized and hence, aggregated to data that have been obtained from other sources (such as surveys or log data).
Once all the data are quantified next step is to make them comparable and operable: data from surveys and interviews are transformed to Likert scales data, which are obtained in a given moment, data from logs and applications, measure different units' that are obtained through the time. Normalization could be a way to avoid problem related with multisource values. Our normalization process assumes that; all the managed data is quantified; for each of the measurement sources it is possible to define an order scale of values, the concrete range of valid values for the scope of the evaluation and, in consequence it is possible to define an optimal value for the projects objectives within this range. Considering it, values are normalized relative distance from the current measurement to the optimal value. By applying this function to the measures, values are transformed to values within the range [0, 1] not having any unit of reference and it simplifies the interpretation of the results. Finally, we want to signal that this normalization process makes the raw data comparable and also operable. In consequence aggregations can be applied to a set of these.
One difference between CA and TA data is that CA data is event driven data while TA data is time driven data. Event driven data means that the data is obtained during an event, which happens in a point of time. Time driven data are obtained through the time, their values could change with time and their metrics needs to include the time interval in the definition of the measurement units to make sense. It means that for making TA and CA normalized values comparable and operable the interval of time considering the TA data must correspond to the time interval (ti, ti+1) between the before and the after evaluation.
After normalizing the data, we have to deal with the issue of having a huge quantity of measurements (answer to questions, data from logs, etc.) which must be mapped to the project objectives in order to determine their achievement. Moreover, as we previously introduced, we consider F4W objectives 1-3 are composed of the impact dimensions (ID). In consequence, we need to first map the measurements to ID and then ID to project objectives.
Similarly, as the frameworks tools are thought to measure specific issues of the IDs, their measurements results are going to differently contribute to the measurements of the IDs. Additionally, a final fact to be considered is that the maturity of the artefacts under evaluation is going to determine if some tools can be used or not. In con-sequence, the transformation method also has to consider it. In other words, we need to be able to transform normalized data into ID measurements and then into objective achievement measurements being able to consider different level of contributions from the raw data to the IDs measurements and from ID measurements to objective measurements. Figure 2 summarizes what we expose in previous paragraph. For simplicity, it does not include all the connections between the ID and the objectives or between the measures and the ID. It can be observed that the method that we use for measuring the objectives achievements is going to create a kind of trees relationships, of hierarchical relations, between the objectives and the raw data measurements. In each of these trees, one per objective, the root is the objective, intermediate nodes are the ID and leaves are the individual measurements.
The link between all them be the function we apply for transforming the data from each level to the next one. According to what is exposed in previous paragraphs, this function should have to be able to model the different influence in the result of the parameters have. Moreover, it would be desirable that the obtained value is in the range [0, 1] . This feature eases the interpretation of the results as we explained in previous chapter. Finally, the obtained results must be interpreted. For interpreting the results, they must be considered both the IA results and the validations results as last provide the context of the interpretation. 
F4W Evaluation strategy
The framework and the strategy (see Figure 3 ) for using it was tested last year (2017) when first prototypes of the solutions were deployed [10] . An example of using the results is presented in [20] . This paper uses the results of the evaluation performed at an industrial partner and shows how they are used for determining the achievement of the industrial challenge, which is exposed in [2] .
From a more general point of view, that is not restricted to F4W scope, the final goal of our evaluations is to support the adoption of informed decisions about the next step of a project. After evaluating an intervention, considering the impact achievements, the room for improvement and the cost of changing the solution the next step can be determined. So the F4W Evaluation Framework supports the decision either to stop or continue the project and, in this case, the definition of features to be implemented in order to improve the software prototype. 
The strategy we follow for performing longitudinal evaluations of project developments takes the F4W objectives definition as a starting point. The use cases 2 are defined in [21, 22] based on the identification of the industrial partner context of use and on the description of the as-is and the should-be scenarios. The use case definitions include a high level requirements definition and the expected impact of their full implementation. From the high level requirements the more important software building blocks can be identified and prioritized, their main functionalities can be defined and first artifacts can be created and evaluated. The process described in the previous paragraph is the starting and also the final point of evaluation iterations: because the solution is developed under the perpetual beta philosophy and under the agile project management, each release of the software artifacts must be evaluated. Although first and last evaluation iterations are considered special; all the iterations are performed following a three phase pattern: preparation; execution; and analysis of the result and extraction of conclusions [23] .
The maturity of the artifacts to be deployed and the legal frameworks will have an influence on the tools to be used for performing the evaluations. Maturity will also determine if a before-deployment intervention and after-deployment evaluation is required. Finally, the specific evaluation is going to determine how the results are interpreted.
Before-deployment evaluation is required for all the artifacts without considering their maturity. The more relevant results are these obtained from the quality validation. These results determine if the quality of the artifacts is sufficient and, in consequence, will support the decision of continuing with the deployment or stopping the next steps. I.e. for mockups as they provide proof of concept negative results could mean project cancellation. The impact analysis, which takes place before the intervention provides a base line to be used as a reference after the solution is deployed and used for a time. Additionally, when the impact analysis is performed during the initial development iterations it provides valuable feedback about the right understanding of the evaluation purpose and the used tools by the workers.
As artifacts mature the after-deployment evaluations increase their value and are required for created prototypes. These prototypes provide real functionalities and their usage is going to support the workers with their daily work. This has an effect on their working practices, which makes impact measurement relevant. The impact is measured by comparing after-deployment results with before-deployment evaluation. While this comparison could also be made to a project baseline, we recommend performing it to the before-intervention as it will be more isolated from being influenced by external factors (even in the case their bias can be detected using a control group of workers).
Although the results obtained by quality validation are less relevant than the impact analysis ones for mature artifacts, they still provide high value for supporting the decision of next steps of a project. These results will suggest changes for improvements of the deployed artifacts, new use of the artifacts, new artifacts or changes in work practices. Changes in deployed artifacts, new functionalities and new artifacts can be quoted and also considering the current impact, it can be decided what to do next in the project.
Heuristics for exploring socio-technical systems
A different approach for analyzing systems is the usage of heuristics. While heuristic approaches do not claim to produce perfect "100% solutions", they offer a pragmatic way to identify the most urgent problems sufficiently with a reasonable amount of effort. The most prominent example for this kind of employing of heuristics is provided by Nielsen's usability inspection method for evaluating interactive systems [24] , Industry 4.0 scenarios go beyond interactive systems. They feature interdependencies between actors of multiple roles and technology that is characterized by cyber-physical components, autonomy, real-time capabilities and decentralization. The combination of a networked technical infrastructure and complex interactions between people in various roles constitutes a typical socio-technical setting [25] . It is characterized by intertwining technical components with organizational measures for communication, collaboration and coordination. Socio-technical systems can only incompletely be described and documented [26] and are a subject of continuous evolution [27] .
To evaluate socio-technical systems, the project "Heuristics for the Industry 4.0" has developed a set of heuristics that originate from five different domains: socio-technical design procedures, job re-design, privacy, computer supported cooperative work, human-computer interaction, and process redesign [27] . Based on literature research in these domains over 170 design recommendations were identified. A group of five experts discussed and clustered these recommendations in three iterations. The resulting clusters were the starting points to formulate an initial set of heuristics that was presented in [28] . To validate and refine this initial set of heuristics a problem database was built. It contains over 370 problems from 17 real world use cases (status in October 2018) that occurred during the implementation and operation of sociotechnical systems, like smart factory solutions.
We suggest that Industry 4.0 systems are an appropriate domain for such a heuristic-based analysis. The refined set consists of the following eight heuristics 3 :
#1 Visibility and feedback about task handling success. Focused information is continuously offered about the progress of technical processes and -as far as permitted -about collaborative workflows. This helps to understand what further steps are possible or not and why, and how far the expectations of others are met. #2 Flexibility for variable task handling leading to a participatory evolution of the system.
One can vary manifold options of task handling and can flexibly decide about technology usage, time management, sharing of tasks etc. Consequently, on can develop a wide range of competences that support the participation in the ongoing evolution of the whole system. #3 Communication support for task handling and social interaction. By technical and spatial support for communication one can be reached -to an influenceable extent -for purposes of task handling and coordination This support is intertwined with negotiating duties and rights of roles, including values, so that reciprocal reliability can be developed. #4 Purpose orientated information exchange for facilitating mental work. To support task handling, information is purposefully exchanged via technical means, updated, kept available and minimized. This implies technical linking of information and the emergence of personal profiles that must be visible and a subject of privacy related self-determination. #5 Balance between effort and experienced benefit by organizational structuring of tasks.
Tasks being assigned to people are pooled, and technically supported in a way so that they make sense and provide fun. They comply with individual technical, social and physical competences and support health. These measures aim on the sustainable balancing of efforts and benefits. #6 Compatibility between requirements, development of competences and the system's features. Technical and organizational features of the system are continuously adjusted to each other. Within clarified limits, they meet the requirements from outside in a way that is based on the development of competencies and proactive help for dealing with varying challenges. #7 Efficient organization of task handling for holistic goals. By appropriate sequencing, tailoring and distribution of tasks -between humans and technology -seamless collaboration is supported. Unnecessary steps or waste of resources are avoided. Increase of efficiency can be realized if needed. #8 Supportive technology and resources for productive and flawless work. Technology and further resources support work and collaboration by taking the intertwining of criteria into account such as technology acceptance, usability and accessibility for different users, avoiding consequences of mistakes and misuse, security, and constant updating.
Each of the eight heuristics addresses a significant aspect of socio-technical system design. It is to be noted that fulfilling the heuristics is not trivially, because a system's design decisions may have contrary effects regarding different heuristics. For example an assistance system at a manufacturing workplace that is very strict and gives a strong guidance to the worker, provides good support in regard to heuristic 8 (Supportive technology and prevention of errors), but decreases the worker's flexibility (heuristic 2). When using the heuristics, it is the goal to find balanced solutions that are suitable for the situation at hand. Considering the heuristics in system design decreases the probability of the occurrence of severe system flaws. The heuristics can be applied either to observations made in concrete industrial plants, to models of Industry 4.0 solutions, to interviews that are run with experts who know the solution, or to a combination of these possibilities.
Smart factory workplace solution
In F4W project, four smart factory industrial challenges prevail in order to demonstrate and evaluate applications of assistive technologies that are developed by perpetual beta principle. The industrial challenge presented in this paper serves requirements for several contexts-of-use of the industrial partners.
Industrial Challenge self-learning manufacturing workplaces
This industrial challenge envisions creating a shop floor prototype solution applied directly to a particular manufacturing line with either a product, resource or process data integration system that will monitor a combination of process or machine parameters. This self-learning manufacturing workplace should provide a proactive, predictive decision support to shop floor workers. This should be established by extracting patterns of successful production processes and linking heterogeneous information sources from worker´s environment and beyond [29] .
By implementing advanced IT solutions, IoT technologies and knowledge management procedures serve many possibilities for making the production more successful. A concrete advantage is the creation of self-learning manufacturing workplaces. With the utilization of manufacturing operation data, companies are able to e.g. predictive maintenance and machine assisted decision making for calibrations that allow the reduction of process based or setup-based disruptions in order to maintain a smooth workflow. Hidria, an automotive supplier, takes over the role of a forerunner in this industrial challenge where disparate data sources are linked to realize novel decision supporting tools to enable continuous optimization of the manufacturing process [30] .
Case vignette Hidria
Hidria is a Slovenian supplier to the automotive industry to which the company delivers critical components. The production and assembly lines are characterized by a fast production rate and consist of many complex operations. Difficult machine setup and many complex fault conditions lead to lengthy solution findings, which are very dependent on the experience of the workers. The information is scattered and difficult to access and maintenance is only event-driven. The F4W project aims to improve knowledge management regarding problem solving and problem prevention. Workers will have fast access to relevant information and more effective collaboration with peers to have a shared approach to arising problems. This should enable them to carry out more maintenance work themselves and prevent machine stops. The production data will be used to analyse and predict upcoming fault conditions in order to prevent them. 
Technological approach
The F4W solution provides a wide range of functionalities supporting workers in different processes on the shop floor, therefore different technologies, frameworks and programming languages are used within the project. The whole software architecture shown in Figure 4 is built with the application build and deployment tool Docker, which allows splitting of the whole system in smaller building blocks. This approach allows the development of each of the building blocks separately and facilitates the reuse and the integration of externally developed building blocks.
At Hidria the mark-up language HTML5 and the framework Angular are used in combination for the frontend building blocks. The backend building blocks are created using various frameworks, depending on the requested functionalities. For communication and exchange of data between the different building blocks, REST APIs are used and an NGINX reverse proxy is implemented. Data of geometrical measurements and the alarms and warnings will be queried from the company's database using a specific adapter. The data will be stored in the F4W database, implemented with PostgreSQL, and will be accessible to all the backend building blocks. The company's document management is linked with the F4W solution by a URL.
The F4W solution at Hidria
Using a tablet directly at the workplace, workers at Hidria can log into the F4W solution. Depending on which role the worker has (line operator, worker, leader, and maintenance staff), the system gives him optimized access to the following functions.
Maintenance Scheduling
The maintenance leader defines the periodic tasks that must be carried out by the operator to support a preventive maintenance plan. The building block Job Scheduler manages the scheduled events that are stored on the F4W database and can be submitted to workers based on a predefined list. Operations and instructions are available on the tablet of the worker. Figure 5 shows the screen for creating new maintenance tasks. 
Defects and Solutions
For each alarm, warning and maintenance action the worker can access a database of possible actions (solutions) to cope with the current issue. The Defects and Solutions building block creates a relation between a defect and an already tested solution. It is possible to access all the tested solutions for a specific defect, add new defects and solutions and create a report. The actions will be explained using peer-to-peer comments, videos, photos and audio tracks. These file uploads are handled by an own Multimedia Management building block. The general approach is to share workers' knowledge for an easier and faster problem solving. The user generated content can be rated by the other peers with the Content Rating building block. This helps to increase the quality of provided material and to prioritize the search results.
Digital data visualization
The data regarding the machine setup, operation manuals, description of operation, machine layout, etc. will be available on the tablet of the worker, thanks to the remote access to the repository of the documents. The building block Machine Status, accessible through the screen show if Figure 6 , acquires and shows the status of many machines and allows a real time monitoring of overall production. 
Trend analysis
The digital data collected by the machine (measurements, production rate, etc.) will be analyzed and graphically represented. The building block Control Charts enables the workers to define specific trend analysis of production data. Figure 7 shows an example of the data visualization screen. Data source and metrics can be easily defined by every worker himself. With his own analysis template, he can analyse production data in real time and therefore support the decision-making process. 
Results and discussion
The system was tested by the technologist of the line that is a sort of shift leader and the two shift workers. For testing the solution, a convertible (add-on keyboard) was selected by Hidria.
The evaluation executed at Hidria considered the prototypes implementing the solution of a use case covering two scenarios "Automated fault prediction and guided checking procedures", and "Shared documents and integrated human-machine information" [16] . To allow a maximal flexibility for the workers, the software is deployed locally and made available by tablets. This way the workers can record the information at any place and time. The intervention was carried out in April and June 2017 and comprised two rounds of data collection.
Evaluation results based on the F4W evaluation framework
The evaluated artifact was the first release of the functional prototype and, in consequence quality validation results are going to be more relevant than impact analysis ones. This release covers the core functionalities of "Maintenance Scheduling" and "Defects and Solutions". In any case, the impact analysis assessment was performed in order to validate the approach and to find possible improvements. Table 1 summarizes the evaluation execution: when it was performed, the tools selected and the object of each evaluation process. Table 1 . HID evaluations summary.
The evaluation procedure was set up as followed (both at t0 and t1). At t0, before the pilot test started the solution was briefly presented to workers. Afterwards they were supposed to use a PC and started to work autonomously on the tablet. The process has been really smooth and workers immediately understood the functionality of the tool. After 5 minutes testing without any questions from their side, they highlighted possible improvements, new functionalities, as well as requesting the replication of the solution for other production lines. As expected, because of the maturity of the evaluated artifact, more relevant results correspond to quality validation. Next are the more relevant findings: the application needs some solutions inside the database to be used by the operators, they will be created by the technologist before releasing the application to operators; Operators suggested including also the timestamp to the solutions used; Readability of the solution is correct, it is easy to access and the used icon is appreciated; The feature to create a new solution has been accessed easily. The tablet is OK for creating a single solution on the spot but they asked us to use the application on a PC for a massive data input (many solutions to be included to populate the database); the keyboard of tablet has been appreciated by the operators; the assignment (just click on a button…) of tasks has been done by the operators without any issues.
They suggest that some events would be assigned automatically by the system to the maintenance leader; a table to select the initial assignment of each event to a different role will be released (2nd product release).
As shown in Table 1 and introduced before, in parallel to the quality validation of the artifact a assessment of the impact was performed. In HID scenario the measurement was performed using questionnaires and a Control Group (CG) in order to determine potential biases on impact dimensions and FACTS4WORKERS goals due to events external to the project interventions. Figure 9 show the impact measurements and the achievement of projects goals at t0.
They show measurements within the CG are lightly better than for the group of workers using the solution. As we previously explained because the maturity of the artifact, these measurement are expected not be significant but they can be used as a baseline for comparison in next deployments.
The second roll out of the prototype was performed in June of 2018. The validated prototype corrected detected bugs and implemented most important workers solutions. Moreover, most already known solutions were added to the supporting database. As no relevant bugs were found, the rollout was developed in two productions lines (and it is expected to extend to the other two lines in brief). Even though the t0 assessments favored the control group, a composite analysis of t0 and t1, indicate that the F4W group fared better when compared to the control group across all the measured categories as shown in Figure 12 . The maturity of the artefacts at t1 seem to have positively influenced the F4W group to such an extent that the overall results across the evaluation phase favor the F4W group. A visual analysis of the bar graph indicates the possibility of a significant difference in terms of competence, relatedness, protection and satisfaction constructs between the two evaluation groups.
Analyzing the Hidria use case with the help of heuristics
Heuristics were used to structure a group interview session with designers of the discussed solution. Four persons took part at this session; two interviewees and two interviewers. The two interviewees were researchers responsible for the application of the ICT-system that is described in section 3 and had detailed insights into the software's test run, which is reported at the beginning of section 4 and Figure 13 summarizes. The two interviewers are researchers from the distinct project hi4 and thus, had little prior knowledge about the technical solution of this specific case and no knowledge about how the system was put to use by workers during the test run. The interview showed that the heuristics help:  to deepen the comprehension of the system and to find out about the features that are being offered to its users,  to understand why the system designers added certain features while others were left out,  to identify blind spots of the system design that demand further clarification or give hints for improvement. In summary, the interview confirmed the background of the management's decision to roll out the proposed solution on a larger scale: the system seems well-designed as it covers most of the critical aspects of socio-technical system design in a proactive elaborated manner.
The following paragraphs describe some of the interview's insights. We add a 2-tuple to every finding where the first position refers to the corresponding heuristic and the second position indicates whether the system offers sufficient support (+), shows a deficit (-) or further clarification is needed (?). E.g. (2,-) means that there is a flaw in regard to heuristic #2 'flexibility'.
Knowledge management is per se a central contribution to the proper exchange of information (4,+). It requires extra effort for documentation. This additional workload was minimized by making capturing as easy as possible (7,+) with the help of mobile devices that can record videos (8,+); 250 newly entered solutions indicate a successful design choice. Documenting solutions immediately on the shop floor was identified as the ideal task workflow (7,+) and is enabled by the system (8,+), but not enforced (2,+). After a roll out in the large it should be evaluated whether the workforce in general is motivated to contribute to documentation (5,?).
The system relies on user-generated content. Before starting the usage of the systems, 50 solutions for the most common problems were entered. This measure helped to avoid an initial deadlock situation in which workers that need support could not find any content in the system, but were asked to provide content themselves (5,+). While descriptions of solutions can be created and edited by the users (2,+), the set of problems on which the system can react is fixed (2,-).
A major challenge is to offer the appropriate solutions or warnings for the situation the worker has to deal with. It still has to be evaluated how appropriate these solutions / warnings are (6,?) (8,?) and whether the workers perceive a relevant benefit, e.g. by reducing the stress of complex maintenance work (5,?). Features for letting the workers rate the quality and appropriateness of the proposed solutions allows them to be in control (2,+), makes the quality of these proposals comprehensible for others (1,+), potentially eliminates bad solutions (8,+) and potentially fosters continuous improvement (2,+). No aggregated data is provided to allow the management to evaluate the workers performance; consequently, privacy is maintained (4,+). However, the workers can identify the authors of the documented solutions (1,+), e.g. to contact them if questions arise (3,+). It is unclear though, if the system offers a direct communication channel with the authors (3,?). The possibility that some workers may be too timid to record a video, which could be bypassed by allowing anonymous postings was not taken into consideration (2,-) .
Connecting the knowledge management system with other technological components such as additional channels for human-human communication (3,-) or the automated provision of the resources (tools, replacement parts) that are needed to work on a problem (7,-) are open tasks (8,-) .
The whole knowledge management system offers fluent transitions between working and learning on the job; editing or authorizing solutions is an opportunity for reflection (6,+) .
Due to restrictions in time, the topic of autonomy could not be discussed in detail. It has to be understood whether following the proposed solution is mandatory or at least socially solicited (2,?) or how the processes of editing an existing solution and of creating a new description are defined (7,?).
Besides the elaborated design, the high acceptance of the tested system was probably increased by a young workforce that has an affinity towards new technologies. Additionally, a successful information campaign of the management framed the goal of the system as "making work more exciting" instead of emphasizing "increasing efficiency". This framing avoided fear of losing jobs because of technological advancements. Figure 4 describes the forging of potential evaluation results. If the socio-technical system takes a heuristic into account (left branch), the investigation can try to check whether the details and features of these heuristic are addressed by the system. If not (right branch) it has to be checked whether this is intentionally the case or not. If the heuristic, such as "Visibility" in Fig. 14, is intentionally neglected, the reasons for this omission can be elicited.
If the heuristic was unintentionally ignored, it can be checked whether measures for improvement should take place or which reasons stand against such an improvement.
Conclusions
In this paper we present two different approaches to assess and evaluate novel ICT solutions in a shop floor environment. Within the FACTS4WORKERS project we have performed an experimental study. Therefore an evaluation framework has been developed to measure on the one hand the impact of smart factory solutions on workers and organizations (change in practices and ICT solutions). On the other hand it has been developed to gather qualitative feedback from workers for continuous improvements of the workplace solutions. It is a tool in order to support decisions at all stages of the software development which follows a bottom up approach. In contrast to this framework we have also performed a theoretical study that aims to offer a pragmatic way to identify the most urgent problems sufficiently with a reasonable amount of effort. This was realized with the help of heuristics -a top down approach -which help to get a more detailed understanding of critical aspects of the developed socio-technical systems. Using the heuristics to structure an interview helped the process of creating a diverse understanding of the system (for persons that do not know the system) and pointed the creators of the system towards aspects they potentially overlooked when designing it.
While comparing both approaches, the first issue to be highlighted is that even considering different starting points, a relation between the concepts they focus on can easily be established. Also the impact dimension "relatedness" considered by the evaluation framework can be linked to the G and I heuristics proposed by hi4 (see Fig. 3 ). Both methodologies consider the dimension autonomy.
Moreover a parallelism between the way hi4 heuristics are clustered and the way the evaluation framework groups its tools can also be established. The first cluster can be linked to the frameworks set of tools for validating the quality of the system, while the other three clusters are linked to the individual impact dimensions of the impact analysis tools. However, the evaluation framework also considers the organizational impact dimensions -efficiency and quality -which can be considered similar to heuristics K and M, are not clustered together by hi4.
Out of the F4W project we applied these two methods to one specific context-of-use which is addressed by requirements regarding the industrial challenge "Self-learning manufacturing workplaces". Therefore several software building blocks have been deployed which interact with each other. For this industrial challenge also other industry partners are reusing software building blocks to meet their particular requirements.
Heuristics provide a good way for analyzing qualitative data that can be used for clarifying the definition of the context-of-use and requirements as well as, what has to be measured for each ICT solution. This method can also be used to create system descriptions or project reports in a structured way. The evaluation framework can be used for quantifying the fulfillment of the requirements, continuous improvement of the ICT solution and as a decision support system which is based on an impact analysis in order to decide what to do next in the project. This procedure can be extended by exploring the workplace solutions with the help of heuristics in order to get a holistic view of the human centered design process. This offers a new way of cooperation in future projects.
